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ABSTRACT 

Uncover of countersign documents or dead bonafide security issues that have impacted incalculable. The customer 

name and watchword see a key part in a security structure. So shield that from untouchable authentication. This 

proposition begins the examination of online security based astound enter reinforce in passed on the structure. Nectar 

words based watchword support is one of the sensational security instruments to anchor the countersign. The critical 

overwhelm key which speaks to the nectar words a robotized assailant who takes a watchword can’t ensure the way 

and co-ordinate motivation driving the relating watchword. So the request gives a Hybrid Labyrinth Era Calculation 

(HLEC). 

Keyword: Honeyword, Hybrid Legacy UI, Honeypot, Password cracking, Tweaking Digits, Hybrid- Labyrinth Era 

Calculation. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Generally, the product organizations put away their subtle elements or data in the database with the assistance of 

Username and Password and they have put away in scramble shape in the database. Utilizing the secret word splitting 

strategy, once the watchword record is stolen it ought to be anything but difficult to recover the plaintext secret key. 

To conquer these security issues there are two approaches to characterize: to start with, utilizing some Salting 

instrument to ensure the authentic passwords in a secure way. Second, recognize the passage of unapproved client in 

the specific record. In the Existing System focused on creating realistic honey words to detect password cracking. 

However, instead of generating the honey words and storing them in the password files, they use the existing 

passwords to simulate honey words. Generating honey indexes for each and every account of the system using Honey 

word Era Calculation Gen (). Therefore the authors introduce a definition as the flatness of Calculation such that it 

measures the chance of getting the correct password from the honeyword. In this review, we consolidate the few 

strategies and give some notice about the security of the framework. We call attention to that the key things for this 

technique are plotted the nectar words in graphical frame with the assistance of Hybrid - Labyrinth Era Calculation 

(HLEC).  

2.  RELATED WORK 

Imran Ergular [1] et al., suggest using the existing user password to simulate the honey word and storing them in a 

password file. The password guessing attack perform the attacker cannot exactly determine which password belong 

to which users. Jules & Rivest [2] et al., suggest the method of giving multiple passwords for each account whether 
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one password is correct and other used as honey word. If the hashed password file is stolen by the cyber attacker and 

easily convert into hashed functions for getting correct password in this file honey word and it also stored with the 

password. Example, if the password is lucky den honey words like lucky953, lucky413 etc… Here 953 and 413 are 

honey words. Data and password authentication is a major aim of all applications. Several companies were affected 

by security violations like adobe, yahoo, Rock you, eHarmony [3]. 50 million hashed user passwords were stolen from 

Evernote in 2013. The leaked passwords create much more problems for the respective companies. The current system 

was protecting the real passwords using fake passwords methods [4]. Secure the original passwords files using Secure 

Hash Calculation [SHA1] without any salting mechanism [5]. This will increase the password stealing threats. 

3.  PROBLEM DECLARATION 

Planned an Alternative approach, utilizing HLEC increment the aggregate exertion in getting passwords from the chart 

and distinguishing the passwords revelation can be given at same time. 

4. PLANNED SCHEME 

In the planned framework, we utilize Hybrid Labyrinth Era calculation strategy for expanding the security 

components. We consolidate both legacy UI methods. Legacy UI (User Interface) in which secret key change the UI 

is unaltered, the client picks the genuine watchword. The created nectar words are put away in the chart position. It 

makes the aggregate hash reversal prepare harder for an adversary in getting the secret key in plaintext shape from a 

spilled watchword hash record. Henceforth by building up the strategy increment the aggregate exertion in recovering 

plaintext passwords from the hashed list and distinguishing the password database breach. 

A. Hybrid Labyrinth Era Calculation[HLEC] 

In this method, we using Graph-based theory with the help of Hybrid Labyrinth Era Calculation. A Hybrid Labyrinth 

can be generated by starting with a predetermined arrangement of cells (most commonly a rectangular grid but other 

arrangements are possible) with wall sites between them. This predetermined arrangement can be considered as a 

connected graph with the edges representing possible wall sites and the nodes representing cells. The purpose of the 

Labyrinth Era Calculation can then be considered to be making a subgraph in which it is challenging to find a route 

between two particular nodes. 

 

 

                           Fig- 1 Graph models for Plot the values. 

B. Chaffing with a Password Model 

In this Model, the generator takes the password from the user and depends on the probabilistic model of real password 

it produces the Honeyword. As an example for this Method named as modeling syntax.  

For Instance,  

         Bird 9 kings is fissured as 

         4 letters + 1 digit + 5 letters 

         L4 + D1 + L5 are the substitutes with same composition like doll5queen. 

Sub Graph  
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Real password = bird 9 kings 

Here is a list of honey words Generated by One simple model.     

         doll5queen.           pink2color 

         Kind5queen          moon 5water 

         girl 9queen           star9queen 

         Mice7water          dark3queen 

         Plant 8rocks         good9rocks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                     

                                                                           

                                                                       Fig- 2. HLEC FRAMEWORK 

C. Chaffing by Tweaking Digits 

Tweaking the last L position that contains Digits. For example, by using the last technique for the password 24 orange 

here x= 2 and password = Sharp. Therefore the honey words 15 orange and 23 orange may be generated. The data 

digit will be replaced with the randomly selected digits. 

              Ui = User name. 

              Pi = Password of the Ui. 

              Wi = list of potential password  

              K = Number of Elements in Wi 

               t = Number of elements in Pi 

              Gen (k) = Procedure used to generate Wi of length k of honey words. 

              Generator alg. = Gen (k, t), User Password= Motu 32 

Fix t=4; k=9 (k denotes the potential combination of the user password). Therefore Gen (k) is 

                                                         

 

Table 1. Combination of Passwords. 
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5. MODULE STEPS 

A. Initialization 

Step 1: Take user accounts T (honeypots) are created with their passwords 

Step 2: Store the corresponding Index value between (1, N) not used previous value of the Index. 

Step 3: Then the random numbers are selected from the index list as k-1. 

Step 4: Create the index number for the corresponding username. 

Example 1: 

The honeypot username/password pair is generated like <pinky, pinky1993> by the system. Then an index number is 

selected randomly, for instance, 2008, and assigned as the correct index of this account. 

Index No Hash of Password 

. 

. 

. 

. 

2008 H(pinky1993) 

. 

. 

. 

. 

 

Then, k-1 numbers are randomly chosen and combined with correct index 2008 in a random manner to produce the 

index group, For an example, if k=4, such a group (56,45789, 2008, 34576, 8204) may be generated. 

Username Index Set 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Pinky1993 2008 

. 

. 

. 

. 

 

B. Registration 

After the initialization process, system is ready for user registration. 

Step 5: Receive the username and password generate the honey index and Index number for the legitimate username 

and password from the authorized user. 

 

C. Honey Checker & HLEC 
Take password from user & relying on a probabilistic model of real password (using chaffing-with-a-password-model) 

& (chaffing-with-a-digits) model. 

Step 6: Then store the correct index in the graphical path. 

Step 7: Store the index value and password in the inner and outer coordinating points in the graph. 

Motu 15 Motu 21 Motu 23 

Motu 22 Motu 11 Motu 32 

Motu 24 Motu 14 Motu 28 
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Step 8: Then produce the path to increase the effort of getting the original password and the corresponding document. 

 

Fig- 3 Plot the values in the Graph Model 

 
Store the value of the Index 

Number 

 Store the user name ui 

 Store the password pi 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

Therefore the passwords should be supplemented with more convenient and more advantageous confirmation 

techniques. We presented a basic and intense new line of resistance in the security of hashed passwords. In this 

strategy will diminish the estimation of the stolen watchword hash documents and furthermore makes the secret key 

breaking noticeable. This paper is to give higher security to creating the nectar words and put away in a safe chart 

demonstrate. In future, we give nectar pictures to build the security level into an abnormal state. 
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